ISG has been providing functional area and system support to NATO commands, nations and partners for the operational use of Logistics Functional Services (LOGFAS) since 1997, including field support to NATO operations in Bosnia, Kosovo and ISAF, EU Operations in Bosnia, as well as formal instruction at the NATO CIS School in Latina, Italy.

We would like to offer our 2012 products and services directly to you at our preferred customer rates.

ISG LOGFAS Training
- Designed to meet your training needs
- Task performance oriented
- Adapted to organizational processes
- Delivered on-site and in-theatre by certified training developers/instructors
- Increased impact by training teams
- Student costs off-set by savings on travel and per Diem

ISG will provide the technical assistance, training and operational field support to enhance the operational use of LOGFAS by HQs, forces and logistics elements in national as well as multinational operating environments including current operations to accomplish critical logistical functions related to:
- Strategic movements analysis and planning from home base to the port of debarkation
- Analysis and planning of reception, staging and onward movement (RSOM) activities.
- Execution and management of strategic deployment and RSOM operations
- Logistics analysis, planning, execution, monitoring and reporting during the preparation, deployment and in-theatre sustainment of forces
ISG increasing flexibility for training and understanding of NATO and Coalition requirements for meeting the Commanders needs for Movement and Logistic Planning in a demanding and ever changing environment

**ISG 2012 LOGFAS Training Courses**

ISG aims to offer a comprehensive program of training and support tailored to national requirements to enhance the operational use of LOGFAS

**LOGFAS Modules and Tools**

**LOGFAS Basic Data**

Use the LOGFAS Connection Manager Module (LCM) to manage and control of databases; the Geographic Data Management Module (GeoMan) to manage movement nodes and networks; the LOGFAS Data Management Module (LDM) to manage data and create Force Profiles and Holdings files, a Statements of Requirement (SOR) and an Allied Disposition List (ADL). Create and manage Asset Types and Fleets for use in the Deployment Planning and Execution of Deployment Plans. (5 Days)

**ADAMS Basic Course**

Use ADAMS modules and tools to analyse movement requirements and build a Detailed Deployment Plan (DDP) including the management of movement data, transportation asset allocation, merging and de-conflicting movement plans (10 Days)

**ADAMS Advanced Course**

Use ADAMS to plan complex movements, create and manage sustainment packages, analyse movement trade-offs, manipulate deployment data and perform advanced processes for movements analysis and planning (5 Days)

**ACROSS User Course**

Use ACROSS modules to apply Stockpile Planning Guidance (SPG) to national parameter sets and calculate the optimal munitions expenditure for Air, Ground and Sea. ACROSS training will also cover SPM/SDM training as this supports the calculation of a Nations Strategic Stockpile Requirements (10 Days)

**Sustainment Planning/Supply Distribution Modules**

**Sustainment Planning/Supply Distribution Module (SPM/SDM) Users**

Use the SPM to calculate and analyse logistical requirements for any force from Force Profiles and Holdings; creating sustainment packages for deployment; using SDM to model and analyse supply lines of communication, logistics resupply and sustainment (5 Days)

**CORSOM User Course**

Use CORSOM software to analyse and plan RSOM activities including the execution and control of force deployments using ADAMS DDPs (5 Days)
ISG’s aim to offer a fully comprehensive and detailed program of training and support which can be modified to any national requirements to enable maximum training value to the user community.

**Effective Visible Execution Tool**

**EVE User Course**
Use EVE to create, analyse and manage Flow Execution Plans (FEPs) developed from an ADAMS DDP, Movement Requests, or direct entry (5 Days)

**EVE Manager Course**
Use EVE and other LOGFAS modules to analyse and manage movement requirements and data from different sources and input files, creating templates and managing FEPs (5 Days)

**Logistic Reporting Tool**

**LOGREP User Course**
Use the Logistic Reporting tool to create LOGUPDATE and LOGASSESSREP as well as mapping and network analysis, creating and managing Force Profiles, Holdings and Reportable Item Lists (RIL) (5 Days)

**LOGREP Train the Trainer Course**
Train your Trainers to plan and deliver instruction on the use of the Logistic Reporting tool (5 Days)

**LOGFAS Service for 2012**
- Full scope of functional and technical services
- Designed and delivered to meet organizational requirements
- Analysis of business process, information exchanges, networks and products
- System diagnosis, evaluation and assessment
- Assistance with life cycle management

**ISG 2012 LOGFAS Support Services**

**LOGFAS Implementation Planning**
Analysis of logistics functions and requirements to determine best use of LOGFAS; development of a concept for implementation; assist with implementation planning, work breakdown and quality project management

**LOGFAS Policy, Processes and Procedures**
Analysis of information exchanges, processing and reporting requirements for logistics functions; advise and assist in draft and validating policy for the use of LOGFAS, the integration of LOGFAS with logistics processes; developing standard operating procedures and quick reference user guides. Integrating LOGFAS with the Operations Planning Process and the use of the NATO Tool for Operational Planning, Force Activation and Simulation (TOPFAS).

**LOGFAS Data Development, Management and Administration**
Analysis of logistical data requirements; collection and transformation of logistical data into LOGBASE standards; developing reference data and geospatial information; assistance with testing, validation and distribution

**LOGFAS Training Development**
Analysis of organisational training needs for users, administrators and supervisors; development of programme requirements, training packages, course material and in-house training capabilities; assistance with implementation, evaluation and validation
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Our centralized acquisitions contract with SHAPE was established to maximize commercial leverage with minimal effort in contract management, allowing you to benefit from lowest pricing, standardization and best use of resources.

Logistic Exercise and Real Life Support

ISG is uniquely placed to offer Logistic planning and guidance for Exercise and National Planning with comprehensive knowledge of the NATO Force Generation process and can supply additional support for Operational Planners from within the ISG organisation.

LOGFAS Technical Assistance and Field Support

Verification of system installation, configuration updates, and troubleshooting; analysis of networks and connectivity requirements with other systems; Advice and assistance to LOGFAS administrators and LOGBASE data manager with management of content, user access and user privileges

LOGFAS Field Trials

Assistance with the design, planning, conduct and evaluation of LOGFAS filed trials to determine costs, benefits and potential optimisation; development of measurement requirements, metrics, data collection and analysis methodology; monitoring and observation; assistance with analysis and evidence based recommendations

ISG understands the operational requirements of NATO, Coalition and National Commander’s in demanding theatre environments and has the expertise to optimize the use of logistical functional services

Contracting Arrangements

NATO C3 Agency Basic Ordering Agreement with ISG (NC3A/BOA/8057) Consultancy Services to NATO commands, agencies, member nations and partners
http://boa.nc3a.nato.int/boa/8057/8057.htm

Les Hendriks
NATO C3 Agency
BOA Programme Coordinator
Tel.: +32 (0)2 707 8278
Fax: +32 (0)2 707 8271/8770
IVSN: 232 8278
nc3a-boa@nc3a.nato.int

SHAPE Centralised Acquisition Contract (ACO IFIB SH-10-35) A Delivery/Indefinite Quantity contract for Military Analyst Services use by services requestors
http://www.aco.nato.int/financeandacquisition.aspx

Giordano Mastrocinque
SHAPE FINANCE & ACQUISITION DIRECTORATE
Strategic Sourcing & Contingency Ops Section
Tel: +32 (0)65 44 8987
Fax: +32 (0)65 44 3541 (fax)
IVSN: 254-8987 (office) - 254-3541 (fax)
Giordano.MASTROCINQUE@shape.nato.int

ISG Limited

Walter J. Pikul
Contracting Officer
Tel/Fax: +1 (910) 424-0788
Email: isglimited@cs.com

ISG has contracting arrangements in place with many other NATO and national procurement authorities